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SCENAR and COSMODIC ® Devices

We are offering for your consideration 7 SCENAR and COSMODIC® models from LET Medical Research Laboratory in Russia led by Dr. Alexander Karasev, which we consider “the Best Buy”.

Professional SCENAR devices

SCENAR COSMODIC Hybrid EX735Ag Modific Slider x2

This is The Finest SCENAR That Have It All and the latest in the evolution of SCENAR: SCENAR-COSMODIC® Hybrid containing both SCENAR and COSMODIC® technologies and a software that automatically blends them in correct proportions while interacting with the body.

The EX735 Modific Slider x2 provides for COMBINATION of both technologies at the same time in different proportions that change constantly depending on the body needs “here and now”. The Slider therefore is much more “in tune” with the body than any other SCENAR – and that shows. It is faster and its effects on the body are more profound that we’ve seen with any other SCENAR or even COSMODIC® model.

If you want the best of the best – go for the EX735Ag Modific Slider x2. And if you are a health practitioner, the EX735Ag Slider x2 is made for you.

SCENAR COSMODIC Hybrid VX735Ag

This device was the first attempt to blend SCENAR and COSMODIC® technologies in one body (SCENAR or COSMODIC modes are set manually). It underwent several modifications over a period of 7 years, and finally emerged as a robust device with “male personality”: bold, powerful, and go-getter.

The VX735Ag shows its best qualities in treatment of conditions and structures that require power and speed rather than delicacy and tact: muscles, tendons and bones; traumas and injuries, especially in sports. It rarely malfunctions and gets you results FAST.

Reliability and efficiency of the VX735Ag in correct applications provide good compensation for the lack of sophistication. With the VX735Ag, Bruce Willis in “Die Hard” always comes to mind… purely

Semi-Professional SCENAR devices

COSMODIC EX715Ag

The EX715Ag was originally designed as a “vanity device”, with a focus on cosmetology functions. And sure enough, it soon became one of the most popular devices amongst our female clientele who swore by its rejuvenating powers.

It was soon discovered, however, that it is an overall powerful treatment tool, and in 2012 the device underwent some design upgrade to increase its therapeutic potential: it was made more powerful, more robust, and incorporated many elements of Modific.

What followed surprised even Dr. Karasev himself, who now considers the 715Ag his personal favourite. Not only the 715 retained its ‘beauty effects’, it substantially increased them due to the strong impact on hormonal balance in both female and male body. Furthermore, the new 715’s ability to treat internal organs (especially in the pelvic area) now often surpasses even the unquestionable power of the EX735Ag (especially if the device is used in conjunction with vaginal or rectal electrodes).

This elegant machine definitely fits the ‘best buy’ category.
**Semi-Professional SCENAR devices**

**COSMODIC PS705 and PS705Ag**

The COSMODIC 705 and 705Ag were designed as the most economical COSMODIC devices: the most value for a reasonable price. And that’s exactly what we’ve got.

The 705 devices are simple, reliable, and built to last. Take them with you on the road, keep in your glove compartment, your purse or a medicine cabinet, or give to your patients in-between your therapy sessions: these devices will sustain shakes and drops and get the job done. You can even lie on the machines, to treat your back while you are sleeping (they have a convenient for that flat shape). Batteries will last a long time as well, and the silver electrodes of the 705Ag will make you feel like you are using the SLIDER x2.

Overall, we recommend the 705 devices to those who want to have the most of COSMODIC benefits for an affordable price and get a reliable “do-it-all” health companion at home or on-the-go.

**Home SCENAR devices**

**The DOVE Scenar and the C-DOVE (or COSMODIC DOVE)**

The DOVE Scenar is our overall favourite home SCENAR device and it is simply The Best Home SCENAR Ever Made. It features the **purest SCENAR technology** – and yet it has some elements of COSMODIC. In a way it is a “crossbreed” between two Scenar generations and, therefore, can be used as either SCENAR or COSMODIC. You cannot go wrong with The DOVE Scenar.

The C-DOVE, or COSMODIC DOVE, features the **COSMODIC ® technology**. It is the smallest COSMODIC device on the market today built with the miniaturization know-how (that also makes it relatively expensive). Due to the difficulty of the process, LET Medical produced only limited quantity of C-DOVEs, and right now it is almost a rarity.

As per the comparison between The DOVE Scenar and the C-DOVE, in our opinion, The DOVE is more versatile and **better positioned as a home Scenar** device. The C-DOVE is solely COSMODIC and needs to be used as such, while The DOVE Scenar is a “crossbreed” and can offer you the user benefits of both technologies.

For example, you can Dose the spot with The DOVE like you would Dose with COSMODIC ® – but you can also attach remote electrodes to it and do “Little Wings”, the “SCENAR massage” or any other typically classical dynamic SCENAR procedure, which you cannot do with COSMODIC ®.

Overall, The DOVE is a somewhat **“challenging” and intense** Scenar device great for quick pain and stress relief, traumas and injuries, young athletic people, dental problems, bones, joints etc.

COSMODIC ® devices are more **delicate yet profound**, and if you are dealing with internal organs disorders, auto-immune or hormonal disorders and the like – a COSMODIC ® unit like the C-DOVE should work really well for you.

These differences are relative though. All the above Home SCENAR devices are universal, as any Scenar device, and each will be an awesome **Personal Health Assistant** to every family.

It’s like cars: they will all take you where you need to go, but some of them will make your travel quicker and more pleasurable than others.
Web Links for More Detailed Information About the Products

ALL SCENARs & COSMODICs #: http://scenar.biz

DOVE Scenar:
http://dovescenar.com

COSMODIC C-DOVE:

COSMODIC 705 & 705Ag:

COSMODIC EX715Ag:

SCENAR COSMODIC VX735Ag:

SCENAR COSMODIC EX735Ag Slider x2:
http://ex735.com

---

Our Client’s Satisfaction Guarantee

Your satisfaction is 100% GUARANTEED.

Use our Equipment for 30 days. If after that you feel it’s not worth many times your investment, you may return the devices (providing they are in good working condition and undamaged) for a full refund, less shipping and handling and 15% restocking fee.*

All Healing FUSION Packages are covered under 90-day Satisfaction Guarantee.

Solaris Blankets and Informational products (such as DVDs) are generally non-refundable, unless individual special considerations have been applied. We, however, will replace any malfunctioning DVD. If, for some reason, you are not satisfied with the quality and/or content of our training materials, please give us a call and we will do our best to ensure your full satisfaction.

* Why do we charge restocking fee? First, because we cannot resell the pre-owned equipment as new. Second, we sincerely hope that you put the equipment to good use during the time you had it. The 15% fee is significantly less than what you would pay to rent this equipment.

HealthBoss/Mediscen 855-468-0033 support@healthboss.org

Full Terms and Conditions of Sale: http://healthboss.org/products/terms-and-conditions/
DOVE scenar  
(Device Organizing Vital Energy)  
- the ultimate in PAIN MANAGEMENT and PERSONAL HEALTH CARE

This cell phone sized electronic wonder will eliminate your pain in a matter of minutes by jumpstarting and accelerating the body's natural healing processes; very much like the famous Star Trek healing machine.

The DOVE scenar is the latest in the long and proven evolution of SCENARs - universal healing devices, originally developed within the Russian space research program in the 80's. In its essence, it is an intelligent adaptive electrical stimulator.

The DOVE scenar uses biofeedback in order to establish a dialog with the body and convince it to unlock those amazing healing and regenerative powers that we all possess yet often do not use.

It is completely non-invasive; it only enhances the body's own healing allowing to perform those "healing miracles" you always hear about.

The body is the best doctor around already, and the DOVE Scenar gives it a Ph.D.

The DOVE Scenar is the newest “true” SCENAR on the market. It has been released in 2006, and quickly became one of the most popular SCENAR devices for home use.

Dr. Alexander Karasev, the inventor of SCENAR-Technology and The Master SCENAR Designer, gave the DOVE his best shot and created “a SCENAR as it should be” (in his own words).

After years working exclusively on COSMODIC technology, Dr. Karasev returned to the idea of designing the perfect home SCENAR and re-designed "the grandmother of all SCENARs", his original famous “troika” SCENAR-035 giving it a much cleaner signal, some new features, a new look and a new life in The DOVE scenar.

The DOVE is a SCENAR with only one feedback channel – and yet it has characteristics of second-generation SCENARs in its interaction with the body. It is a sort of "crossbreed" between SCENAR and COSMODIC - and can be used equally successfully in the manner typical of both SCENAR generations.

In other words, in the DOVE Scenar you have the best of both worlds, and a devoted Personal Health Assistant to you anywhere you go: simple, efficient, safe, and reliable.

www.dovescenar.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority conditions for treatment:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal system disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestive disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of the nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can also be used for treatment of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eye disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of urinary system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT disorders and much more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main purpose of design: Very-very simple, but universal. Dr. Karasev on the DOVE scenar:

It is a reincarnation of the legend. The most affordable device, which can treat many diseases. Very compact size with not too many features. Can work fully automatically or be operated manually, with the help of navigator-wheel.

People call it “a device for babushka” (there is no exact and correct English word for the vivid Russian word “babushka”, so I have to use it “as is”… if you are curious what it means, welcome to Internet!). It can do a little here and a little there, when the body has numerous diseases and problems, which need to be taken care of all the time. And, of course, it will help anybody, not just “babushka”.

Those whose hands are not “smart” enough, can just lie on it and let it do the job. This is really a “people’s device”.

Priority conditions for treatment:

- Musculoskeletal system disorders
- Digestive disorders
- Dental Disorders
- Disorders of the nervous system
- Respiratory diseases
- Emergency care

Can also be used for treatment of:

- Eye disorders
- Disorders of urinary system
- Cardiovascular diseases
- ENT disorders and much more

The DOVE Scenar is the newest “true” SCENAR on the market. It has been released in 2006, and quickly became one of the most popular SCENAR devices for home use.

Dr. Alexander Karasev, the inventor of SCENAR-Technology and The Master SCENAR Designer, gave the DOVE his best shot and created “a SCENAR as it should be” (in his own words).

After years working exclusively on COSMODIC technology, Dr. Karasev returned to the idea of designing the perfect home SCENAR and re-designed “the grandmother of all SCENARs”, his original famous “troika” SCENAR-035 giving it a much cleaner signal, some new features, a new look and a new life in The DOVE scenar.

The DOVE is a SCENAR with only one feedback channel – and yet it has characteristics of second-generation SCENARs in its interaction with the body. It is a sort of “crossbreed” between SCENAR and COSMODIC - and can be used equally successfully in the manner typical of both SCENAR generations.

In other words, in the DOVE Scenar you have the best of both worlds, and a devoted Personal Health Assistant to you anywhere you go: simple, efficient, safe, and reliable.

www.dovescenar.com

Main purpose of design: Very-very simple, but universal. Dr. Karasev on the DOVE scenar:

It is a reincarnation of the legend. The most affordable device, which can treat many diseases. Very compact size with not too many features. Can work fully automatically or be operated manually, with the help of navigator-wheel.

People call it “a device for babushka” (there is no exact and correct English word for the vivid Russian word “babushka”, so I have to use it “as is”… if you are curious what it means, welcome to Internet!). It can do a little here and a little there, when the body has numerous diseases and problems, which need to be taken care of all the time. And, of course, it will help anybody, not just “babushka”.

Those whose hands are not “smart” enough, can just lie on it and let it do the job. This is really a “people’s device”. 
C-DOVE
The SMALLEST COSMODIC

C-DOVE (or COSMODIC DOVE) is the smallest devices featuring the COSMODIC® technology. This is the case when the size really doesn't matter — it is just as powerful as the "bigger" models.

Even though the C-DOVE was designed as a device for home use, it can be extremely helpful both at home and in professional practice. It is fully automated in action and operation.

The C-DOVE boasts cutting-edge miniaturization know-how providing for a very high efficiency, and a capacity to incorporate a very sophisticated COSMODIC® technology into a remarkably compact space.

MAIN FEATURES

- Turns on touch.
- Energy level is automatic – and can be manually set.
- There is a "dynamic adaptation" mode which allows you to automatically manage stimulation during prolonged action
- You can switch the sound off and on.
- Easy to determine the beneficial treatment areas.
- Port for external electrodes (remote attachments).
- Comes in a genuine leather case.

Tiny, affordable yet powerful and incredibly easy to use, the C-DOVE is your “take anywhere” COSMODIC®.

Main purpose of design: First-aid, travel.

Dr. Karasev on the C-DOVE:

“And now the smallest, “baby” COSMODIC.

Such a cutie! Always comes to the rescue. Very power-saving, extremely small and does not need any remote electrodes (it has two built-in electrodes which can work on both big and small areas). This makes it so easy having it always in your pocket.

This device will always help you when you are going out, no matter what happens. Its main mission is to relieve pain quickly and only after that start treatment. That’s how its algorithms are arranged.

Automatic function is extremely simple — just place it on the skin and let it do the job. Even though it is small, it is very powerful! Headache, toothache, pains in the back, bruises, cuts… or if you ate something not so good… just place it on the place that hurts and let it work. With this device you can feel secure when you work, or go on a business trip.

You can't help falling in love with this baby! It is unique because it can be with you the moment you need it. This is invaluable, when you or someone near you needs help.”

Priority conditions for treatment:

Emergency aid
Stress and related conditions
Children’s diseases
Eye disorders
Ear-Nose-Throat Problems
Dental Disorders

Can also be used for treatment of:

Musculoskeletal system disorders
Respiratory diseases
Digestive disorders
Disorders of the nervous system
ENT disorders
Disorders of urinary system
Cardiovascular diseases
Disorders of hematopoietic system

C-DOVE - $2,195
PS705 & PS705Ag
The QUINTESSENCE of COSMODIC

PS705Ag and PS705 are both semi-professional models employing COSMODIC® technology. They are intended for use both at home and in professional practice.

High quality and simple use are the main highlights of this model. The 705 series is the best choice for those who wish for a robust device, which would be simple to operate (tourism, extreme sports, first-aid kit, patients’ self-treatment, etc.). Now you have professional performance at a reasonable price. Isn’t this a golden midst we are all looking for?

Both PS705 and PS705Ag are fully automated in action and operation and very power saving. With the PS705Ag though you can additionally experience all the benefits of silver electrodes.

**MAIN FEATURES**
- Turns on touch.
- Energy level is automatic – and can be manually set.
- “Dynamic adaptation” mode which allows to automatically manage stimulation during prolonged action.
- You can switch the sound off and on.
- Easy to determine the beneficial treatment areas.
- Detachable silver electrodes (only PS705Ag).
- Port for external electrodes (remote attachments).
- Automatic tuning in to remote electrodes.
- Automatic switch-over to action on mucous membranes using rectal and vaginal remote electrodes (only PS705Ag).
- Comes in a genuine leather case.

Robust PS705Ag(Fe) is a “do-all” COSMODIC® device that is also the most reliable COSMODIC®.

**Priority conditions** for treatment:
- Emergency aid and resuscitation
- Muscular-skeletal disorders
- Stress and related conditions
- Dental problems
- Respiratory diseases
- Digestive disorders
- Disorders of urinary system
- Cardiovascular diseases
- Children’s diseases

**Can also be used** for treatment of:
- OBGYN disorders and Male problems
- Disorders of the nervous system
- ENT disorders
- Eye Disorders

Main purpose of design: Multi-purpose therapeutic device, for home use and travel.

Dr. Karasev on the PS705:

“Robust PS705Ag(Fe) is a “do-all” device. It can work with any remote electrodes, even vaginal and rectal ones. This is the most reliable device! Its mission is travelling… in your car glove box. It will survive any shakes and even some drops.

As for peculiarities of treatment, this is really a multi-purpose device. Having such device and not keeping it in your car would be stupid, to put it mildly. Those car first-aid kits would hardly ever help you much. The PS705 will manage sudden acute pains, or chronic condition which may disturb you so unexpectedly and so untimely, and it will even keep you up in case of serious injury or shock condition. Whatever happens on the road – this device will always help!

You will start really valuing it once it comes in handy. You will realize how lucky you are to have it, when there is nobody else to help… and you will remember the day this device helped you, all your life.”
EX715Ag
- THE MOST ELEGANT COSMODIC

EX715Ag is an exclusive semi-professional SCENAR model featuring purely the COSMODIC® technology. It allows a completely automated treatment process controlled though a display of basic parameters for advanced use.

In 2012 the design of EX715 has been improved to incorporate the Modific benefits, make the device more robust, and strengthen its effect on internal organs (especially reproductive and urinary systems).

EX715Ag was designed "as a lady" for ladies. It can do pretty much anything; it is full of surprises; it is sophisticated and precious; it is soft and subtle yet powerful and profound; it is very expressive and clearly displays what it is at; and, of course, it is elegant and beautiful. And yes, it is sometimes capricious with a "mind of its own" - but undoubtedly lovable.

The device is intended for Personal as well as Professional use.

**Perfect device to look your best**
(COSMETOLOGY function is second to none) - and have one of the finest devices on the planet for REGENERATION & REJUVENATION that easily fits in a purse or a pocket.

**MAIN FEATURES:**

- The 715Ag is a fully COSMODIC® device. And it is small enough to fit in your pocket or purse!
- Regulation of energy level can be automatic or manual. The EX715Ag automatically switches to the more delicate impulse when working with vaginal and rectal electrodes.
- You can easily do assessment and select the best area to treat in the active area search mode.
- Incorporates 3 automatic modes of action, 2 massage modes, and the SENSO mode for probes.
- The "quiet" mode allows to switch-off sound and activates a vibro-signal to indicate the reaction. Now you can treat yourself during a staff meeting or in a theater without disturbing anyone (a toothache or headache can happen to you anywhere).
- Can incorporate a vaginal electrode (manage PMS, psychosis & nervous breakdown, various female disorders, infertility; increase libido, promote noticeable rejuvenation) and rectal electrode (for various disorders in lower intestines, hemorrhoids, prostate problems, ED etc.).

**Priority conditions** for treatment:

- Cosmetology
- OBGYN disorders and conditions
- Male problems
- Disorders of urinary system
- Stress and pain relief
- Immune Modulation
- Pre-and postsurgical conditions
- Emergency aid and resuscitation

**Can also be used** for treatment of:

- Musculo-skeletal disorders
- Respiratory diseases
- Digestive disorders
- Disorders of the nervous system
- Cardiovascular diseases
- Ear-Nose-Throat Problems
- Dental disorders
- Children's diseases
- Infectious diseases

**Main purpose of design:**

Dr. Karasev on the EX715Ag:

Universal therapeutic device, advanced for cosmetology treatment.

“Our lady EX715Ag. What are men without women? What are women without such a device? Health is not the only thing they need. They want to be beautiful, and stay young forever!

Sweet dreams, and not ungrounded. This device can do it! It’s a perfect thing to fit into a woman’s purse. Since women want it all and now, this device can do All and Now. It has everything women dream of. Cosmetology treatment for the face, body, and even legs. Very important accessory for this device is a vaginal electrode, which can manage PMS, psychosis and nervous breakdown so well. Operating it is easy even for "blonds"! :-) Being also a very powerful therapeutic device, it will take care of the whole family, like mommy.
VX735Ag

SCENAR COSMODIC with MALE PERSONALITY

VX735 was the first professional SCENAR model incorporating SCENAR and COSMODIC technologies combined.

After 7 years of serious on-going improvements and updates LET Medical achieved peak performance for the VX735. Now the device is completely renewed and boasts increased reliability, first-class performance, high efficiency, and simplicity of use, which all come handy in treatment and prevention of traumas and injuries, especially in sports.

Three modes of action — COSMODIC, SCENAR and SCENAR MAX always allow you to effectively treat a wide range of diseases, and silver electrodes provide additional benefits.

MAIN FEATURES

- Microbioresonance technology provides higher sensitivity of the device and allows getting more accurate biological feedbacks from the body.
- “Dynamic adaptation” mode, which allows managing stimulation during prolonged action automatically.
- LCD BW display and LED and sound indication.
- VERY Easy to determine the beneficial treatment areas.
- First-aid effect.
- Three action modes: COSMODIC, SCENAR and SCENAR MAX (the latter is particularly good for muscular-skeletal problems and acute traumas and injuries).
- Timer showing time of action upon a particular area and total time of action during the session.
- Detachable silver electrodes.
- Port for external electrodes (remote attachments).
- Comes in a genuine leather case.

VX735Ag is the first SCENR-COSMODIC Hybrid, brave, bold, and powerful “doer”, who goes and gets you profound results in record time.

Priority conditions for treatment:

Emergency aid and resuscitation
Traumas and injuries (esp. in sports)
Muscular-skeletal disorders
Respiratory diseases
Cardiovascular diseases
Dental problems
ENT disorders

Can also be used for treatment of:

Digestive disorders
Disorders of urinary system
OBGYN disorders
Male problems
Disorders of the nervous system
Eye Disorders
Cosmetology
Children's diseases
Infectious diseases

Main purpose of design: Powerful device for treatment of locomotory disorders, traumas and injuries.

Dr. Karasev on the VX735Ag:

“Device with male personality — VX735Ag. Intended for treatment of sports injuries. Can eliminate huge haematoma within 5-7 minutes. Will need even less time to cope with a sprain. This device has the most powerful output stage and can manage any injury within several minutes.

Very reliable and has big resource. It can work for many years without need for repair. Of course, it will perfectly treat old (chronic) diseases and will help those who suffer from diabetes and other complicated conditions, as this is a professional device. Since traumas and locomotory system disorders are the most typical problems, which we face nearly every day, such device is a must for home first-aid kit.”
When It comes to a SCENAR device, The EX735Ag is As Good As It Gets.

"I will tell you something very personal: every time I pull my EX735 out of the leather case in public and see eyes opening up in amazement at this wonder of electronic engineering, I feel proud... Proud to own The Finest SCENAR in the World; proud to know that in a few moments it will create yet another healing miracle; proud to be Russian and share a homeland with the device that comes as close to the Star Trek Healing Device as it is possible in the first decade of the 21st Century.” Irina Kossovksaia, MD,PhD,DNM

The EX735Ag Modific Slider x2 combines both SCENAR and COSMODIC ® technologies and puts therapy on autopilot by combining them in correct proportions at the right time.

Artificial intelligence in the palm of your hand

EX735Ag Slider is a top-of-the-line professional SCENAR device, which can also be successfully used at home. Fully automated in action and operation.

NEW FEATURES (there is no other device which allows you to achieve the following):

• automatically selects the correct ratio in combination of healing technologies (SCENAR and COSMODIC ®), which helps you achieve the optimal treatment effect;
• forms subsequent impulses in advance, speeding up recovery (ACTIVE SCENAR & COSMODIC);
• automatically regulates energy levels in both SCENAR and COSMODIC, which excludes “defence reaction” of the body;
• corrects manual settings of action modes if they are wrong;
• starts treatment immediately using all functions of automatic control;
• maintains perfect fine-tuning via user mode for automatic correction;
• keeps accurate records and regulates time of use of the device by medical personnel.

www.ex735.com

Dr. Karasev, the SCENAR inventor, on The EX735Ag Modific Slider:

"Main purpose of design: Treatment of variety of acute and chronic diseases on the deeper than physical levels; disorders of emotional and spiritual origin, disorders of psyche.

This device deserves a novel! It is on top of the evolution of SCENAR — EX735Ag Slider! It is the one we are the most proud of. This is the first device, in which we could unite nearly all beneficial features of other devices, and achieve results which only God could do so far. This device is our newest, but it has already gained indisputable authority.

Saying that it can do everything would be incorrect... SCENAR is continually evolving, and this device is not the end. However, abilities of EX735Ag Modific surprise us every day... it can even cope with Parkinson’s disease and many other diseases which until now have been regarded as incurable. On the one hand, it’s an extremely sophisticated device. On the other hand, even a 3 year old can handle it.

Yes, this device is an instrument for a real professional and in skilful hands can work wonders. But when life drives you into a corner you need this device to be able to help yourself or someone else!

When every family has Modific, we all will be rich... rich in health and soul."